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NolaCycle Bike Map Project

• NolaCycle is a project aimed to create a high quality cycling
map of New Orleans.  Cycling maps include information
beyond just streets and their names that benefit cyclists.  In
our map, we highlight the pavement quality, car travel speed,
lane width, and special caution areas (busy intersections,
man-eating potholes, or high accident areas).  Volunteers
help to collect this data either by attending mapping events
or doing it on their own time with NolaCycle DIY maps.  I
will then begin creating a digital map with all the data.  By
late spring or summer of next year, NolaCycle will have a
FREE map available both in print and online to help cyclists
- young, old, local, and tourist alike - navigate New Orleans.



Why I am doing this project?

• Give New Orleans something that will help “bring life back
to normal”

• Promote cycling as a transportation choice
– Public health
– Affordable transportation
– Improve the environment

• Encourage more infrastructure improvements for cycling
• Develop a bike map creation process that anyone could

replicate easily without a lot of money



What’s been done before

• New Orleans has not had a comprehensive bike map since
before Katrina

• Existing maps are limited in area covered, only highlight
some routes, or are impossible to read

• Most major cities trying to promote cycling have bike maps
and cycling guides
– Pittsburgh
– New York City
– New York City DOT
– Chicago

• Most are created by city planning or transportation
departments.  Some are the work of cycling advocacy groups.



Program Details

• NNew Orleans needs a bike map that reflects the condition of
the city’s roads and the needs of area cyclists

• I am going to create a bike map of New Orleans that covers each road  in
my study area

• Highlight the pavement quality, road width, and car travel speed of each
section of road

• Mark bike infrastructure and bike resources
• Back side of map will include a cycling guide including laws, resources,

diagrams, and tips
• Organize community members to get involved and collect data
• Use donations and grants to pay for the printing of the map to distribute

around city for free
• Also will be available online for free download



Two different audiences

• Cyclists and planners in New Orleans
– Can use the map for its data
– Springboard for other bike route and bike lane projects

• Cycling advocates in other cities
– Can use my methodology to create a bike map of their city
– My method is unique in that it engages the community to do data

collection through field study.  No computer access is necessary for
those who want to help.

– Easy to replicate and cheap to produce
– Advocates bottom-up cycling planning



Site Description

• Due to time limitations, the
most repopulated part of
New Orleans will be
mapped for my senior
project

• Study area is the East Bank
south of I-610.

• We plan on expanding the
map after graduation to
include the rest of the East
Bank, the West Bank, and
New Orleans East



Site Description

• The lighter the
color, the less
repopulated the
area is.

• The area of New
Orleans on the East
Bank south of I-
610 is the most
repopulated section
of the city.

• Source: GNOCDC,
"Repopulation Indicators for New
Orleans."



Site Description

• Most of the roads in New Orleans are of poor quality.  The
largest obstacles to cyclists are the cracks and potholes.

• There are some really good roads in the city though.  A goal
of NolaCycle is to highlight those roads as routes for cyclists.



Methodology

• Three categories for Methodology:
– Getting Started
– Community Mapping and Map Creation
– Promotion and Engaging the Media

• Promotion, community mapping, and map creation happen
concurrently



Getting Started

• Researching what had already been done in New Orleans and
what other cities have done
– Not a lot of useful projects in New Orleans
– Other bike map projects highlight bike infrastructure - we don’t have

much so we highlight road conditions instead for NolaCycle

• Working through the concept of how to organize the
mapping project
– Lots of input from friends who are cyclists and community

organizers.
– Input from friends would like to bike more
– Researched community asset mapping projects



The Community Mapping Technique &
Mapping Meet-Ups

• NolaCycle uses the community mapping technique - engage
the community to create a map of the area they know best
– For the community, by the community

• Mapping Meet-Ups
– Every weekend, NolaCycle leaders and volunteers meet a park in the

neighborhood that will be mapped
– Volunteers are given a map section, a key, a clipboard, and markers

and instructed on how to collect the data
– Work in teams to make sure data is accurate
– Volunteers bike the roads and record their observations block by

block



Mapping Meet-Ups

• Volunteers typically live in or near the neighborhood we’re mapping
• Most are young people, but also have had older kids, senior citizens, and

middle age adults help
• Meet-up format allows for input from variety of volunteers and helps to

create connections between people interested in cycling - building a more
connected community



What We’ve Mapped So Far

• So far, NolaCycle has the raw data for most of the study area
• All data collection will be complete Spring 2009



Final Map Creation
• My responsibility to take the raw data

volunteer collect and turn it into a
complete map

• Using GIS and Adobe Illustrator
• Final map is in draft stages now
• Will be completed by June for DAAP

Works/Senior Project Presentation

Key for Maps



Promotion & Engaging the News Media

• Promotion is ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY for a
community mapping project to be successful

• Addressed promotion on four fronts
– NolaCycle website
– Posters and flyers
– Event listing online and in print
– Engaging print and online media

• Different promotional outlets reach different audiences
– Important for making a project accessible to everyone who might

want to get involved



NolaCycle Website

• One of the first steps after coming up with the concept was
the creation of the NolaCycle blog
– Updates on the project
– Highlights cycling events and news from New Orleans and around

the country
– Links to all other cycling organizations, bike maps, and bike stores in

New Orleans
• Using blog format

– Easy to use
– People can comment on postings

• There is the main website and the DIY map site where
volunteers can download maps to do on their own time



Poster, Flyers, and Online Listings

• Not all people in New Orleans have
internet access, so we use flyers and
posters to promote as all
– Flyers placed on bikes in the

neighborhoods being mapped soon
– Hang posters at businesses and

universities

• Also use free online and print event
listings
– Craigslist
– Gambit Weekly



Engaging the Media

• Reporters found out about my project through flyers and
online listings

• Friends also mentioned my project to writers of popular
blogs and weekly papers

• NolaCycle has been featured in:
– The Times-Picayune
– The News Record
– Loyola University’s Maroon
– Tulane’s Hullabaloo
– UrbanVelo.org

• NolaCycle has been mentioned in:
– Where Y’at

Photo: Susan Poag with The Times-Picayune



Networking and Building the NolaCycle
Team

• This project wouldn’t be possible without
the help of my team members who help
organize, map, and promote
– Tom Macom
– Dan Jatres

• Regular volunteers vital for input and
spreading the word

• Other cycling advocates in New Orleans
helped me to plan and promote the
project

• Key point - you can’t do a
community project on your own.
You need a community!



Conclusion and Goals for NolaCycle

• So far NolaCycle has been very successful and very fun
• Starting to gain some national interest
• But real test to see if NolaCycle is a success:

– If residents like the map and there is a critical mass interested in
expanding it to the whole city

– If policy makers use the data to expand cycling projects
– If cyclists in other cities use my model to create maps of their own

affordably and efficiently

• NolaCycle needs to demonstrate to America that planning
does not have to top-down - it can work best when done
from the bottom-up!


